
SELF SERVICE 
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE 
Self Service Business Intelligence for 
executives and management



As the world becomes ever more data driven, future-focused 
leaders must develop the quantitative skills related to corporate 
decision making, to extract business insights from data to inform 
ongoing managerial strategy.

Why study Self Service Business Intelligence for executives and management with 
Mindworx Academy?

Leaders require relevant skills to explore new ways to drive growth and improve competitiveness of their 
organisations. Self Service Business Intelligence empowers professionals with the data management 
knowledge and skills for this. The 3-day programme equips executives and managers with the analytical 
and data visualisation expertise needed to make data-driven decisions in a fast-paced and uncertain 
world.

How Self Service Business Intelligence empowers you to make better decisions?

•  Easy access to source data for reporting and analysis.
•  Easy-to-use and improved support for data analysis.
•  Fast-to-deploy and easy to manage.
•  Easy-to-consume results.

How will you benefit?

Establish practices necessary to become a successful leader of a data-driven 
organisation.

Develop well informed analysis and its impact on your business.

Our highly qualified instructors will equip you with the theoretical knowledge and 
practical skills to understand, interpret and communicate data relevant to your 
role and organisation. 

Learning Microsoft Power BI will give you the ability to compile unstructured data 
from multiple sources and transform transactional data into management 
information that delivers clear and accurate insights.



Programme overview

The Mindworx Academy Self Service Business Intelligence programme will introduce and guide 
delegates into becoming self sufficient in the art and science of business intelligence.

Self service BI tools now come with embedded data modelling, analytics and visualisation capabilities 
which, when combined, result in insightful business dashboards compatible with web, desktop and 
mobile environments. Doing business intelligence yourself saves time, money, and infrastructure 
specifically because massive investments into on-premise hardware and software infrastructure is no 
longer necessary to create BI reports.

This programme uses the Microsoft Power BI tool as a practical demonstration of the self service BI 
concept.

After completing this course, delegates will no longer need to depend on their technical IT people to 
design, model, create, and publish a BI report as they will know how to do it themselves.

Power BI building blocks

•  Introducing Power Pivot
•  Importing data into Power Pivot
•  Data mining and transformation with Power Query

•  Introducing Power BI desktop and Power BI report 
    server
•  Creating analytic reports with Power BI desktop
•  Publishing reports and creating dashboards in the 
    Power BI portal/service
•  Publishing Power BI reports to on-premise report 
    server
•  Using the on-premise data gateway for scheduled 
    refresh

Content overview

•  Creating calculations with DAX
•  Creating measures with DAX
•  Incorporating time intelligence

•  An understanding of ETL lifecycle in Power BI
•  Creating the data model
•  Creating relationships

•  Data analysis with pivot tables and charts
•  Creating relationships with cross filters
•  Creating linear regression in Power BI

Building interactive reports and dashboards with Power BI desktop

Creating statistical and summarised elements using functional DAX

Programme outcomes

• An understanding of Power BI building blocks.
• Know how to connect to a wide variety of data sources, using both Power BI desktop and the 
   Power BI service.
• Use the Power Query to transform and morph data into the right format for your reporting purposes.
• Share dashboards and reports with colleagues, business partners and potential clients.
• Use Power BI’s sophisticated security features to control the exact content your audience is able to view.
• Understanding of how to ask natural English questions from the reporting tool.
• Dealing with security issues in Power BI.
• Moving a step into predictive analytics.
• Perform complex data modelling operations using relationships, calculated columns, measures and 
   DAX expressions.

•  Understanding of visualisations
•  Using custom visuals and content packs
•  Using the Q&A feature
•  Role level security
•  Introduction to predictive analytics with 
    R-Script
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How do I pay?

Due to safety reasons Mindworx will not be accepting credit card payments online. Our team will contact 
applicants with a unique key/reference for proof of payment. Organisations sending 4 or more delegates 
will qualify for the course discount. Terms and conditions may apply.

Why Mindworx Academy?

We’re part of the Mindworx Consulting group who’ve been providing human capital solutions for 
more than 15 years.

As a socially conscious Level 1 BEE contributor, Mindworx also offers significant enhancement to 
client B-BBEE scorecards in the areas of transformation, skills development, supplier development 
and preferential procurement.

Our courses are MICT SETA accredited and the candidates receive a SETA accredited National
Certificate upon completion. 

At Mindworx Academy you get to develop the skills and practice necessary to become a successful 
leader of a data-driven organisation.

Course information

Fee: R15 300,00 

Dates: 9 - 11 June 2019

We understand the busy schedules of executives and management. The date is subject to change upon 
agreement between delegates and instructors.

Venue: Mindowrx Academy, 11 Cradock Avenue, The Mall Offices, 8th Floor, Rosebank, Johannesburg

No prior qualifications or IT experience needed.

Programme delivery structure

•  3 days classroom training
•  Online contact sessions
•  Peer learning and research

Who should apply

This Self Service Business Intelligence programme is limited to managers and executives who need to 
enhance their strategic decision making and grow their business competitiveness through business 
intelligence. The programme is relevant to leaders in all sectors and industries. No prior qualifications or 
IT experience is needed.
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•  Practical activities
•  Action learning projects


